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ABSTRACT Identification of the source social network based on the downloaded images is an important multimedia forensic task with significant cybersecurity implications in light of the sheer volume of
images and videos shared across various social media platforms. Such a task has been proved possible
by exploiting distinctive traces embedded in image content by social networks (SNs). To further advance
the development of this area, we propose a novel framework, called FusionNET, that integrates two established convolutional neural networks (CNNs), with the former (named 1D-CNN) learning discriminative
features from the histogram of discrete cosine transform coefficients and the latter (named 2D-CNN)
inferring unique attributes from the sensor-related noise residual of the images in question. The separately
learned features are then fused by the FusionNET to inform the ensuing source identification or sourceoriented image classification component. A series of experiments were conducted on a number of image
datasets across various SNs and instant messaging apps to validate the feasibility of the FusionNET
also in comparison with the performance of the 1D-CNN and 2D-CNN. The encouraging results were
observed.
INDEX TERMS Source identification, multimedia forensics, image provenance, CNN, noise residual, cybersecurity.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of multimedia forensics main tasks is to infer the origin
of a digital content. Surely linking a digital image to its
source device [1] is one of the challenging problems faced
by the research community together with that to recover the
entire processing history an image under verification has
been subjected to [2]. Applications such as identification
of source camera device [3], common source inference [4],
content integrity verification and source-oriented image clustering [5] have been devised to help with these tasks. With
social networks (SNs, such as Facebook) or instant messaging apps (IMAs, such as WhatsApp) taking the central
role of multimedia circulator, source SN and IMA identification becomes as important as the afore-mentioned source
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Yan-Jun Liu.
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device identification. It has been proved that each social
network or instant messaging app leaves specific traces in
the content of images during the uploading and downloading
processes [6]–[8]. Such traces, when properly extracted and
exploited, can be used to serve as signatures of the platforms
for identification purposes.
The goal of SN and IMA identification in multimedia
forensics is to establish the provenance of an image based
on the characteristics imprinted by those platforms within
the image. This kind of forensic analysis may provide
crucial information for combating cyber crimes, such as
harassment, violence instigation, cyber bullying and cyber
terrorism. In fact, in a forensic scenario, succeeding in identifying the social network of provenance of a certain image
could be instrumental in addressing an investigation, analyzing in an automatic fashion large amounts of data extracted
from personal devices of a suspect (e.g. smartphone, PC,
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SD card, hard disk) or from his Facebook profile. Being
able to discern if those images are downloaded from a social
network or directly captured by a digital camera, can be
crucial in leading consecutive investigations, targeting the
proper forensic method in order to decide on media integrity.
To tackle such an identification problem, previous
approaches have based their analysis on metadata [6], [9],
hand-crafted image features [10] or image features automatically learned by Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
[8], [11]. Although preliminary successes have been made,
the problem to identify the source SN and/or IMA still remain
largely unexplored; furthermore, some of the previous works
present certain limitations such as the usage of metadata
that can be easily manipulated. These have motivated us to
propose in this work a novel deep learning framework that
harnesses a diverse set of features derived directly from digital image content to better address the problem. In particular,
the histogram of DCT coefficients proposed in [7] and the
noise residuals introduced in [8] are taken into consideration.
The rationale behind this choice is that the combination of
diverse information derived from different modalities allows
to obtain better generalization in the model to track specific
traces left by the operations applied by each SN and IMA.
In particular, DCT-based features give information mainly
about the way re-compression is performed by the SNs and
IMAs. On the other hand, noise residuals should convey
knowledge about the resizing operation.
The main contributions of this work are as follows. First,
a combination of different image features is employed to
better detect the traces left by SN/IMA operations during
uploading and downloading. Second, a novel CNN architecture, named FusionNET, is devised to take advantage of the
combined learning power of the inter-layer activations of two
single-feature-based CNNs. Third, a comprehensive series
of comparative experiments are conducted on a number of
publicly available image datasets, not only to validate our
methodology, but also to shed light on the ways of harnessing
multiple typologies of data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We start with
reviewing related works in Section II and then an overview of
the single-feature-based CNNs and the way they are used as
the building blocks of the proposed FusionNET are presented
in Section III. Section IV reports the experiments and results
on a number of image datasets. Finally, conclusions are drawn
in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS

The fact that the process of uploading images onto Facebook
does leave unique and detectable traces in the content has
been proved in a preliminary work introduced in [10]. Some
of these traces are metadata alterations, image size and
recompression [6], [9]. The authors of [10] refined the
idea in [6] and used a K-NN classifier to separate different
social networks based on the traces of resizing, recompression, renaming and metadata alterations left during the
uploading and downloading processes. In [7], content-based
VOLUME 7, 2019

information extracted from the histograms of the
DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) coefficients of JPEG
images is used by a Bagged Decision Tree Classifier to
differentiate among social networks (Facebook, Flickr and
Twitter among others). In addition to content-based features
as in [7], metadata (such as image dimension and quantization
tables) are also included in [9] to inform the process of
distinguishing among various IMAs (e.g. WhatsApp, Telegram and Messenger). Three classifiers, namely LR (Logistic
Regression), SVM (linear Support Vector Machine) and RF
(Random Forest) are used in [9] to perform the identification
task.
Albeit its short adoption history, CNNs have emerged as
an effective tools in many multimedia applications, including detection of image manipulations [12], [13], [14], [15],
inference of image processing history [16], identification of
source cameras [17], [18], [19] and analysis of anti-forensics
techniques [20], [21]. Attempts of adopting CNNs for source
SN identification have also been made in [8] and [11].
In particular in [11], a CNN is proposed to classify up to
8 different social networks based on the features extracted
from the histograms of the DCT coefficients. Differently from
the afore-described works, in [8] the idea of using Photo
Response Non Uniformity Noise - PRNU [3] extracted from
images as the carrier of SN traces is presented. In [8], a CNN
based on noise residual is trained for SN identification in a
similar manner as in [11] .
Driven by great interests in source SN and IMA identification, many benchmarking datasets have been proposed such
as in [6], [9], [7], and [22], demonstrating the importance of
the problem addressed in this paper. Most of these datasets
will be used in this paper as well to validate the proposed
method in a comparative fashion.

FIGURE 1. The proposed pipeline for social media identification.

III. THE PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, the proposed CNN-based framework,
called FusionNET, for addressing the social network and
instant messaging app identification problem is introduced.
Figure 1 illustrates the conceptual framework of FusionNet
with four main sequential components: i) dual-modal features
for image representation, with one feature modality being
the histogram of DTC coefficients and the other being the
sensor-related noise residuals; ii) two different CNN branches
fed with the respective feature modalities to pull out activation vectors; iii) fusion of activation vectors, and iv) classification of source SNs and IMAs of the images in question.
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A. INPUT DATA

The different types of features used as input for the proposed
CNN architecture are described as follows. In particular,
we employed DCT-based features and image noise residuals
to represent an image in two different domains in order to
capture the signatures of the diverse unknown processing
applied by each social network to every image during the
process of uploading and downloading. In fact, the rationale
behind such a choice is that this set of low-level features
are able to reveal the signatures of various transformations
such as JPEG recompressions, which can be detected from
the DCT-based features, and resizing, which can be observed
in the sensor-related noise residuals of an image.
1) DCT-BASED FEATURES

The use of the histogram of DCT coefficients as input data
for social media identification has been shown to be feasible
as presented in [7] and [11]. It is particularly effective in
recognizing JPEG recompression at various quality factors.
In this work, each image is subdivided into non-overlapping
patches of N × N pixels. For each patch, DCT values are
considered in all 8 × 8 blocks, and for each DCT block,
the first 9 spatial frequencies in the zig-zag scan order are
taken into account (i.e. the DC coefficient is excluded). For
each spatial frequency (fi , fj ) across all DCT blocks of each
patch, the histogram hfi ,fj representing the occurrences of
the quantized DCT coefficients at (fi , fj ) is built. In particular, the occurrences of the coefficient with a value v ∈
(−50; 0; +50) in the histogram hfi ,fj are taken. So a feature
vector of 909 elements (i.e. 101 histogram bins × 9 DCT
coefficients), associated with each N ×N -pixel patch (usually
N = 64), is used as CNN input.
2) SENSOR-RELATED NOISE RESIDUALS

To better capture the distinctive features of the social networks, we decide to use the high-frequency sensor-related
noise residuals of the images, rather than the original images
themselves. This is because it has been shown that the noise
residuals can be altered more significantly than the bulk
of the original images by the uploading and downloading
processes of social media platforms [8]. That is to say, social
media platforms leave their fingerprints mainly in the noise
residuals. Therefore, in social network identification, using
the noise residuals should allow CNN to focus on the relevant
information.
The noise residual is extracted from the image content
through high-pass filtering. The term Ni stands for the noise
residual, while Ii and Iiden represent the i-th image and its
denoised version, respectively.
Ni = Ii − Iiden

(1)

Different kinds of denoising filters have been introduced to
improve noise residual extraction [23]. In this work, we adopt
the wavelet-based approach described in [24], commonly
used for noise residual extraction and source device identification [3]. The noise residual Ni , as in Equation (1) is
35266

FIGURE 2. CNNs for social media identification. a) 1D-CNN [11] and
b) 2D-CNN [8].

extracted at the full-frame size. The intensity of each noise
residual pixel Ni (x, y) is then scaled and normalized to the
range [0 : 1] to obtain Ninorm . Finally, Ninorm is subdivided
into non-overlapping squared patches of N × N size in order
to consistently provide the CNN with the same number of
to-be-learnt features.
B. CNN FOR SOCIAL MEDIA IDENTIFICATION

In this section, we briefly introduce the two CNN-based
methods, outlined in Section II, that constitute the basic
structure of the two branches for the proposed framework,
as shown in Figure 1. The first one [11] is named 1D-CNN
and the second [8] is called 2D-CNN. Both of them will also
be used for comparison in the experiments in Section IV. The
input to the first CNN is a vector of 909 elements (101 histogram bins × 9 DCT frequencies) as already explained
in Section III-A.1 while, for the second net, the input is a
bi-dimensional matrix of size N × N with N = 64 (see
Section III-A.2). The details of the two CNNs are described
as follows.
• 1D-CNN: As shown in Figure 2a), this CNN is composed of the following sequence of layers. 1) Two
convolutional layers, conv1 and conv2, each consisting
of 100 filters of size 3 × 1 and followed by a 2 × 1
max pooling to reduce the size. 2) Two fully-connected
layers (full3, full4) in cascade with 1000 dropout units.
3) A fully-connected layer (full5) with k units. 4) A softmax layer with as many units as the number of social
networks to be identified. In particular, the softmax
produces the probability of each sample being classified
into each class. All convolutional layers use the rectified
linear unit (ReLU) as activation function.
• 2D-CNN: This CNN (see Figure 2b) is composed of
the following sequence of layers. 1) Two convolutional
layers, conv1 and conv2 consisting of 32 filters of size
3 × 3, with the last one followed by max pooling (2 × 2)
and dropout. 2) conv3 and conv4 made up of 64 filters of
size 3 × 3 followed again by max pooling of 2 × 2 and
dropout. 3) A fully connected layer (full5) with 256 units
plus another fully connected layer (full6) and a softmax
layer with as many units as the number of classes k to
be identified. Since we are dealing with a multi-class
VOLUME 7, 2019
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problem, the output will be the probability that the image
in question belongs to a specific class as in 1D-CNN.
All convolutional layers and the first fully-connected
layer also use the ReLU as activation function.
During CNN training, the weights are learned using the
mini-batch stochastic gradient descent algorithm with the
AdaDelta optimizer [25] with dropout set to 0.5. The number of epochs is limited to 20 in 1D-CNN while 50 epochs
is the training stage limit for the 2D-CNN net. At each
epoch, we use a mini-batch of 32 samples for 1D-CNN and a
mini-batch of 256 samples for the 2D-CNN. Each mini-batch
is randomly selected from an unbalanced training set. In fact,
in order to simulate real application scenarios, the number of
images for each class is not the same and is determined by
the image size. The training phase is stopped when the loss
function on the validation set reaches its minimum and then
the model associated with a certain epoch is selected. In our
experiment that usually happens after ten/twenty epochs for
2D-CNN net and before ten epochs for both FusionNET and
1D-CNN. To run our experiments, we use the implementation of CNN provided by Keras1 TensorFlow2 that provides
a high-level API to build and train deep learning models.
A categorical cross-entropy function [26] is employed as loss
function to guide the training process of the classification
problem.
The full-frame images are split into patches of a fixed
dimension and those patches are classified independently.
Consequently the prediction is obtained at the patch level
after processing each image patch with CNNs. Therefore,
in order to derive a final identification at image level, a majority voting strategy on the labels assigned to each patch is
applied.

FIGURE 3. The architecture of the proposed FusionNET.

The way of fusing the two CNNs depicted in Figure 1to create our proposed framework, called FusionNET, is described
as follows. The fusion could take place at any layers before
the softmax to perform a combination learning to get information from the activations at that stage. In our case, we decide
to locate the fusion before the first fully connected layer of
each CNN. The activations of those layers are then concatenated and fed into a new set of additional layers to perform
the actual fusion, as depicted in Figure 3. To ensure that
both branches have balanced encoded vectors before they
converge to the concatenation stage, the fully connected layer
of both branches is made of 256-dimensional. After that,
1 https://keras.io/
2 https://www.tensorflow.org/guide/keras
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a fully connected layer composed of 512 neurons plus RELU
and dropout, another fully connected layer and a softmax
with as many units as the number of classes to be categorized
are attached. With this framework, the training is performed
simultaneously by both branches, with the same image patch
as input. During the training process, the weights of FusionNET are shared by both branches in order to automatically
learn their best combination.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments carried out to understand if the proposed
FusionNET and specifically the fused features learned can
be adopted to reliably track the source social network of a
certain image are introduced in this section. The datasets
used will be described in IV-A, while the subsection IV-B
will cover a detailed analysis on noise residual features and
in IV-C different kinds of experiments will be presented and
discussed on each of the dataset taken into consideration.
A. DATASETS

We run our experiments on the following four datasets that
were employed in related prior works [6], [7], and [22]. All
these datasets present very different characteristics in terms of
kind of images, number and types of social networks, amount
of involved source cameras and also the number of sharings.
• UCID social3 : This dataset consists of JPEG compressed images generated at different quality factors
QF = 50 : 95 (step of 5) based on images from
UCID (Uncompressed Colour Image Database) [27].
The UCID database is composed of 1338 images
of 512×384 pixels acquired by a Minolta Dimage 5 digital camera in raw format. Each JPEG compressed
images has subsequently been uploaded and then downloaded from three selected social networks (Flickr,
Facebook and Twitter), yielding this UCID social dataset
of 40140 images (1338 images×10 QFs×3 social
networks).
• UCID social-DS (double sharing): Each image in the
UCID social dataset was uploaded and downloaded
twice from each of the three aforementioned social
platforms Facebook, Flickr and Twitter (Fb, Fl and
Tw in short) to create this UCID social-DS dataset
with a total of 120420 images. So this dataset is an
extension of the set mentioned above and contains the
previous 40140 images of UCID social (single sharing) plus 80280 additional ones, that is 13380 images
(1338 images×10 QFs) × 6 double sharing combinations (FbTw, FbFl, TwFb, TwFl, FlTw, FlFb).
• IPLAB4 : Five social networks (Facebook, Flickr,
Google+, Instagram and Twitter), two instant messaging apps (WhatsApp and Telegram) and one class
of unshared images (just taken by the camera) are
3 Dataset available at the following link: http://lci.micc.unifi.it/
labd/2015/01/trustworthiness-and-social-forensic/
4 Dataset available at the following link:http://iplab.dmi.unict.it/
DigitalForensics/social_image_forensics/
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•

chosen to compose the IPLAB dataset. So, in this circumstance, 8 classes are involved and the dataset consists
of 1920 images (240×8 classes). The picture resolutions range from 640×480 to 5184×3456 pixels and the
devices involved in the creation of the IPLAB dataset are
Canon 650D, QUMOX SJ4000, Samsung Note3 Neo and
Sony Powershot A2300.
VISION subset: A total of 2135 images are selected
from VISION dataset [22]5 attribuited to 10 smartphones
(Samsung Galaxy S3 mini, Huawei P9, LG D290,
Apple iPhone5c, Apple iPhone6, Lenovo P70A, Samsung GalaxyTab3, Apple Iphone4 and 2 models of Apple
iPhone4s). All the images have been uploaded onto
Facebook and then downloaded in high and low quality, and through WhatsApp, resulting in a total of 6405
(2135×3) images. Image dimensions vary according to
the smartphone camera resolution and the number of
samples per device is not uniform.

B. ANALYSIS ON NOISE RESIDUAL FEATURES

The rationale behind the use of DCT-based features for social
network identification has already been discussed in [7].
In this subsection, we outline some interesting observations
that motivate the use of noise residual features. In particular,
we want to analyze how the up/downloading of an image on
a social network affects the local variance of noise residual
following the idea of the paper in [28], where the variance
is measured on image intensity to deal with JPEG compression. To this end, we consider images of the UCID social
dataset described in the previous subsection and for each
observed image, we extract the noise residual according to
Equation (1). The local variance for each 7×7 overlapping
noise residual block (with a stride of 1 pixel) is computed.
To obtain a single reference value for each image, we summed
up the local variance of each block. We then evaluate, for each
QF in UCID social, the ratio rc between the local variance
of the noise residuals of uncompressed images (NOrig ) with
respect to the compressed images but not uploaded onto any
social networks (NComp ). We also calculate the ratio rSN
between, again, the local variance of uncompressed images
and the compressed images uploaded onto/downloaded from
a social network (NSN ), as summarized in Equation (2), where
SN takes values from Fb, Fl, Tw depending on the social
media in question.
rC =

Var(NOrig )
,
Var(NComp )

rSN =

Var(NOrig )
Var(NSN )

(2)

In Figure 4, the ratios rfb for each QF = 50 : 95, for
the case of Facebook (rSN = rfb ), are illustrated. In particular, Figure 4(a) and 4(b) are related to two different
images from the UCID social dataset (number #1 and number #5), while Figure 4(c) is related to the entire UCID social
dataset, with rc and rfb averaged over all images. Figure 4(c)
shows the global trend of the noise residual variance of the
5 Dataset available here:ftp://lesc.dinfo.unifi.it/pub/Public/VISION/
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FIGURE 4. Ratio between local variances of uncompressed/compressed
images rC (blue star) and between uncompressed/Facebook images rFb
(red circle). In (a) and (b), the results are related to image number #1 and
number #5 of UCID social dataset, while in (c) results on the entire UCID
social dataset.

entire dataset. The difference between rc and rfb as demonstrated in Figure 4 is significant enough to differentiate the
two classes (i.e. processed or not processed by Facebook).
Similarly, we plotted in Figure 5 the values of rFb and
rTw with respect to various QF to demonstrate the impact
Facebook and Twitter have on the noise residuals of the
images from UCID social dataset. It is evident that, in most
cases, the ratios are different enough to distinguish the diverse
behaviors of the two social networks.
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 5. Ratios of noise residual variance rFb (red circles) and rTw
(green crosses) with respect to Facebook and Twitter.

C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A comprehensive set of experiments are presented in this
subsection with the aim to show the performance of the
proposed method in relation to different datasets composed
of disparate image resolutions, social networks and messaging applications. Each of the datasets has been divided
into training, validation and test sets with the proportion of
80%, 10% and 10%, respectively. Images of the three subsets
are randomly selected. The input of the FusionNET is a
64×64 matrix and the outputs are k social network classes
which vary according to the dataset under analysis.
1) UCID SOCIAL

In this section, we examine the impact of combining different
features in terms of SN classification accuracy on UCID
social dataset with the proposed FusionNET approach.
TABLE 1. Performance in terms of classification accuracy (%) on UCID
social dataset obtained by the three CNNs: 1D-CNN, 2D-CNN, and
FusionNET.

Table 1 shows the comparison among FusionNET and the
state-of-the-art CNNs described in Section III:
1D-CNN with DCT-based features and 2D-CNN based on
noise residuals. Results have been computed by averaging
over the accuracy on all the considered JPEG QFs on the
UCID social dataset. From Table 1, it appears that the
proposed fusion method has the best average performance
globally all over the three classes and a more stable behavior
across the three different classes even though, at least in this
circumstance, the 1D-CNN with DCT-based features yields a
very similar accuracy.
Specifically, when classifying Facebook images, the proposed FusionNET outperforms 1D-CNN and 2D-CNN by
around 3% and more than 12%, respectively. In Figure 6,
the comparison between the accuracy of the FusionNET and
VOLUME 7, 2019

FIGURE 6. Accuracy on UCID social dataset for
Facebook (Fb) (a), Twitter (Tw) (b) and Flickr (Fl) (c). Comparison
between FusionNET and 2D-CNN at patch and image level.

2D-CNN relatively to each of the 10 JPEG QFs is reported.
The performance of FusionNET is almost always 100%
both at the patch and image levels QFs; on the other hand,
2D-CNN’s performance in both cases varies significantly
and, in general, this performs better at image level. Table 2
presents a more in-depth view of the very good performances
achieved by FusionNET for each of the JPEG QFs at both
patch and image level.
The afore-mentioned experiment was conducted and evaluated with each of the 10 JPEG quality factors considered
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TABLE 2. FusionNET’s performance in terms of classification accuracy (%)
on the UCID social dataset for Facebook (Fb), Flickr (Fl), and Twitter (Tw).

TABLE 3. Confusion matrix, in terms of classification accuracy, of the
proposed FusionNET when applied to images processed by Facebook,
Flickr, and Twitter at patch level with mixed QF s on UCID dataset.

independently at the training stage. As described below,
we have also conducted experiments by training/testing with
images of all QFs mingled to validate the feasibility of the
proposed FusionNET in a more realistic scenario. In the
experiment whose results are reported in the form of confusion matrix in Table 3, an equal number of images (135)
for each QF have been randomly considered in order to
get 1300 images as it previously happened for each QF
independently taken. Again in this case, the FusionNET
demonstrates good performances. It is also interesting to see
that when the ‘‘Facebook images’’ are misclassified, they
tend to be exchanged with ‘‘Twitter images’’ and vice versa.
This, to some extent, suggests that the processing applied by
these two networks on the images shares more commonality
than the processing attributed to Flickr. On the other hand,
when ‘‘Flickr images’’ are misclassified, the majority of them
are confused as ‘‘Twitter images’’ rather than ‘‘Facebook
images’’.
2) UCID SOCIAL-DS

Regarding the UCID social-DS dataset, a new series of experiments have been set up to evaluate the classification performances for the proposed FusionNET. In particular, we intend
to verify the capacity of the proposed method to deal with
double sharing and to understand how FusionNET behaves
when it is asked to classify an image downloaded from social
network A having previously been downloaded from social
network B (see Section IV-A for details related to the dataset).
The objective was to comprehend if the method is still able
to recognize the last SN despite the passage onto another
social platform. In Table 4, the average of the classification
accuracy, in the case of training over all JPEG QFs as done
35270

TABLE 4. FusionNET (top) and 1D-CNN (bottom) performance on UCID
social-DS in terms of classification accuracy (%) among Facebook, Flickr,
and Twitter at image level.

just before, is reported over the three classes for FusionNET
and 1D-CNN (upper and bottom part of the Table respectively). The results for the double sharing configuration are
obtained keeping the training phase fixed as in the single
sharing configuration. The case of single upload/download
(single sharing) is shown in the left part of Table 4 and
this result is compared with the accuracy obtained in case
of double shared images (double sharing). It is important to
underline that accuracy values are now given at the image
level. In particular, an average accuracy of 98.94% for single
sharing configuration (similarly to what happened in Table 3)
and 86.49% for the double sharing configuration are achieved
in the case of FusionNET. This demonstrates the possibility
to obtain a good identification of the social network provenance even in this more challenging circumstance. It is worth
pointing out that Twitter achieves the lower value of accuracy (see Table 4), demonstrating that some transformations
applied to an image by other SNs (Facebook and Flickr)
during the first pass embed within the image much stronger
information compared to the one inserted by Twitter in the
last stage. Furthermore, the proposed method has obtained
a gain in classification of about 16% in the case of double
sharing scenario respect to the 1D-CNN net for the Twitter
class proving that, especially for more challenging dataset,
in which a double sharing is involved, the use of more features
in combination is a good strategy to achieve better results in
classification.
3) IPLAB

In this subsection, the proposed method has been tested over
the IPLAB dataset, defined in IV-A. Differently from the previous cases, now a higher number of social networks and two
instant messaging applications are taken into account together
with images directly from digital cameras. Results over this
dataset are reported in Table 5, showing a patch-level average
accuracy of 94.77% against an average of 93.17% obtained
with 1D-CNN and 72.92% with 2D-CNN (detailed confusion
matrices have not been reported for the sake of readability).
In particular, by using the FusionNET technique, more stable
results, especially for the Facebook class are achieved. In fact
it is possible to obtain a gain in the accuracy of more than
4% with respect to the 1D-CNN (i.e. 91.31% vs 87.12%; the
reader is referred to [11] for detailed results of 1D-CNN).
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 5. Confusion matrix for the 8 classes of the IPLAB dataset: accuracy percentages (patch level) are reported obtained with FusionNET.

This behaviour is due to the jointly interaction of features
when FusionNET is employed. Similar improvement in classification is also obtained on the UCID social dataset, as
already observed in subsection IV-C.1. It is the noise residual
feature that helps to capture the distinctive resizing properties
of this particular social network when images of other SNs are
recompressed with the same QF used by Facebook.

correctly separated given that the images of the same SN/IMA
classes are taken with different cameras.

FIGURE 8. Results obtained with t-SNE on VISION dataset demonstrating
the separation between Facebook (class 0, red) and WhatsApp (class 1,
cyan).

TABLE 6. Classification accuracy at the patch level on the VISION dataset
with images of the Facebook, WhatApp, and Original classes involved.
FIGURE 7. Image level accuracy on IPLAB dataset with FusionNET.

At the image level, FusionNET yields an average accuracy
of 96.35% on the correct classes, evidenced in Figure 7. Such
a value is obtained by averaging all the values related to the
exact class on each column of Figure 7. It is worth noting that
most of the images are well classified except for Facebook
and Flickr, exchanged with Flickr and Twitter respectively
with an error around 10% (see bars 1 and 2). Twitter and
WhatsApp images are erroneously misplaced (about 5%) with
Original images (see bars 7 and 8). Apart of these, all the
other cases present a correct classification rate of 100%
(see bars 3, 4, 5 and 6).
4) VISION

This subsection is concerned with the validation of the proposed FusionNET on the VISION subset. First of all, since
VISION subset is composed of 10 different cameras or tablets,
we propose a different view of the classification results in
order to visually understand how social networks can be
VOLUME 7, 2019

In Figure 8, the separation between WhatsApp and Facebook classes is depicted. This plot is obtained by using
t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [29].
The split of the VISION dataset into classes is based on the
property extracted with FusionNET at the fully connected
layer with 512 units (see Figure 3). The separation is very well
evidenced, demonstrating FusionNET’s capability of distinguishing the two platforms. This suggests that the information
FusionNET works on is SN-specific and is and independent
of other factors, therefore it is well suited to solve the social
network identification problem.
Finally, the VISION dataset is used to measure the performance of the proposed method in comparison to 1D-CNN
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and 2D-CNN. The images not shared on any social networks
have been added in this analysis. So images of three classes,
namely Facebook, WhatsApp and Original of the VISION
dataset, are used in the experiments.
It can be observed that the results are very good for all
three techniques although the proposed FusionNET appears
to perform slightly better on average. The performance gain
of FusionNET over the other two techniques is more prominent (over 2%) for Facebook images.
V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the idea of integrating two different CNNs into
a framework based on fused features is proposed. Such a
FusionNET is used for classifying the source social network
of downloaded images. The information fed to the proposed
FusionNET for learning discriminative features are the histogram of the DCT coefficients and the noise residual of
the images in question. Performances have been compared
with established methods, namely 1D-CNN and 2D-CNN,
against different image datasets across different types of
social platforms. The observed results have validated the
feasibility of fusing multiple features learned by FusionNET
in differentiating source social platforms including not only
social networks but also instant messaging apps. Based on
the encouraging outcomes, a natural extension of this work
is to investigate into the source SN identification in light
of multiple sharing (i.e. when images have been uploaded
onto and downloaded from more than two different SNs) and
the exploitation of other distinctive traces superimposed on
images by SNs and IMAs.
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